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can see the devil's being thus down-trodden and dis-
appearing into the ground at the advent of the angels.
The picture is composed in three parts. At the bottom
we see the devils escaping, whilst men and angels greet
each other in joyful recognition; in the centre we see
the Stable of the Nativity, on whose pent-house roof
a group of angels are seated; whilst above, in the sap-
phire sky, a garland of dancing angels circle in the air,
swinging their crowns in celestial abandon.
Even after our appreciation of these successive moods,
our difficulties are not over,for Botticelli is not wholly
seen in anyone of them but, in a sense, transcends them
all. The real regions ofhis thought are, indeed, elusive
and more mysterious than any human mood can signify.
His work, though infinitely various, has a common
link in his sense of delicate colour and his genius for line.
There is, indeed, no painting from his hand which is not
a linear symphony ^ 2nd it is this quality which made
him the idol of Rossetti's circle and which makes him
to-day the most popular of all European painters among
the Eastern races, especially among the Japanese for
whom line is the pivot of all art.1
Botticelli's work, for all its tenderness, has its melan-
choly as well and nothing could interpret his bitter-
sweet philosophy more clearly than the famous 'Prima-
vera5 in Florence, about which he said, ^Spring, sweet
Spring, in one hand you bring us Love, but in the other
you hold the bitterness of Death itselF.
Apocalypse, in the loosing of the devil for three and a half years:
then he shall be chained according to the 12th, and we shall see
him trodden down as in tius picture,*
1 One of the standard works upon Botticelli is that of Mr*
Yoshiro, a distinguished Japanese.
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